Data Monitoring within Integrated Systems
Abstract
This paper aims to determine how analytics are used to assess the performance of systems.
Accurate assessments of a system require analytics from an accurate and updated representation
of that system. This accurate representation is gained by establishing a framework that supports
continual monitoring and analysis and produces the information needed for decision makers to
improve the system. Effective continual monitoring includes an understanding of the key
components which support critical processes, setting specific performance goals that align with
desired analytics, and measuring the key performance indicators (KPIs) that directly influence
those goals. We examine how an organization leveraged network monitoring to enhance system
performance and how cyber monitoring is used to gain insight into system security. We also
address the increasing number of casualty reports (CASREPs) observed by the Department of
Defense (DoD) and suggest ways to decrease this number using informative monitoring. Finally,
we present common monitoring tools used to gather data relevant to system performance.

Performance Monitoring Framework
There are many frameworks available today that support the measuring and gathering of data
for analytics. Common frameworks can include Information Technology Infrastructure Library
(ITIL)[1], Fault-management, Configuration, Accounting, Performance (FCAPS)[2], and Business
Process Framework (eTOM)[3]. The benefits of implementing a common framework are to
establish a unified language, culture, and process for effectively leveraging and maintaining
technology for the purpose of enhancing system performance. Common performance essentials
include:
•
•
•
•

prioritized ticket monitoring;
maintaining a knowledge base of continuously updated and accessible documentation;
frequent reporting of incidents, causes, and resolutions; and
monitoring of infrastructure and system performance [4].

Monitoring and maintaining these essential functions support the overall health of a system and
guide analytics for decision making. Associated with each of these activities are specific
performance goals that produces several key performance indicators that guide the data
collection needed to perform analysis.
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Data Collection
Defining what data is being captured and what the data is measured against is critical when
considering data collection. Monitoring devices only start to be effective when decision makers
first identify critical components and services within the system, set performance goals and
define the desired outcomes that will be gained from data analytics, and develop key
performance indicators (KPIs) that can be used to measure the improvement or degradation of
performance.

Identify Critical Components
For commercial organizations, the criticality of the business process often correlates to the
amount revenue produced by that business process, confidentiality of the information it
processes or stores, its role in negotiating contracts, and its communication with customers,
vendors, investors, or employees [5]. Each of these factors determines the value each business
process has within a company. Similarly, a defense system’s criticality is also determined by a set
of factors that identify the critical functions and assets that have the potential to cause significant
threat and degradation to the mission if compromised. Identifying these critical components
focuses attention to the areas with the greatest need for information gathering to ensure
resiliency and mission success.

Set Performance Goals
A performance objective precedes effective performance monitoring. Gathering data about a
system means little to decision makers until that data is analyzed against specific performance
goals. Properly defined goals have the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repeatable: to facilitate comparisons
Observable: so that performance can be analyzed and understood
Portable: to allow benchmarking against competitors and across different product
releases
Easily presented: so that everyone can understand the results
Realistic: so that measurements reflect customer-experienced realities
Runnable: so that developers can quickly test changes [6]

The goals describe what is being tested, the limiting factor(s), any variances that might affect the
result, and the conclusions that can be drawn [6]. For example, the National Ignition Facility (NIF)
sought to enhance their performance by introducing a new policy concerning the timeliness of
issue tracking [7]. The time required to resolve an issue was identified as a limiting factor that
was addressed within the new policy. Once this limiting factor was identified, it could then be
observed to determine the achievement or non-achievement of the goal.

Determine Key Performance Indicators
With such goals defined, key performance indicators can be identified. These indicators are
quantitative metrics that have a direct correlation to the achievement or non-achievement of the
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specified performance goals [10]. Examples of KPIs include indicators such as CPU load, memory
utilization, and swap use.

Data Monitoring
There are various metrics that can be measured within a system. The overall goal, however, is to
minimize downtime, enhance current capabilities, and prioritize the available resources
accordingly. These goals are often attained by using monitoring capabilities to derive mean time
between failures and performance degradation of components, manage network incidents, and
provide metrics-based decision making. Such capabilities provide the ability to identify parts that
need of maintenance or repair before a situation escalates resulting in downtime and to report
on system metrics that can be used to enhance system performance. The following examples
illustrate how an organization can use various metrics to attain specific performance goals.

Network Monitoring
Since 2014, the National Ignition Facility (NIF), the “world’s largest and most energetic laser
experimental facility,” has used Splunk, a commercial product, to collect, aggregate, and manage
computer log files into a centralized, indexed database with search, data processing, and
visualization capabilities [7]. In leveraging Splunk’s capabilities, the NIF has incorporated several
system enhancements that have increased its operations.
Enhance System Performance
To monitor their operating system performance, NIF used Oracle Enterprise Manager (OEM) to
house all raw performance data and used OEM as a data source for Splunk to collate and display
these performance metrics through dashboards [7]. After using Splunk to categorize their large
number of hosts into groups of comparable hosts, such as framework servers, supervisory
applications, front-end processors, and operating consoles, a dashboard conveys an accurate
representation of performance. Using this dashboard helped identify abnormalities and enabled
NIF to remediate an issue that caused three outlying x-ray imaging systems to be exceed their
memory capacity [7]. They were able to identify and diffuse the situation before it could escalate
and cause lasting damage to the system.
Inform Acquisition Processes
By continuing to leverage Splunk capabilities and collecting data logs of their critical components,
the NIF was able to identify indicators of their critical components and establish criteria for
identifying both healthy and degrading devices. Doing so enabled NIF to prioritize resources and
begin the replacement processes as necessary with minimal downtime [7].
Manage processes
NIF leveraged Splunk’s data indexing capabilities by capturing data of their routine experiments
[7]. The indexed data allowed for a multi-level understanding of each experiment, expressing the
time it took to complete each experiment’s key state transitions, and the components
responsible for the elapsed time [7]. The levels of detail enabled operators to analyze a high-level
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view of multiple experiments at once as well as identify specific device abnormalities within an
experiment’s critical path.

Cyber Monitoring
Unfortunately, the value of cyber monitoring is too often not fully understood until an attack has
targeted an unprepared system resulting in devastating effects. Various tools can be used to
avoid these effects. Among these tools include discovery scans and trend analysis.
Discovery Scans
Discovery scans are used to reveal known vulnerabilities within the system; allowing operators
to patch and prioritize remediation. In 2016, a federal government civilian agency was
consistently targeted by nation state actors. The agency introduced RedSeal, a network discovery
and vulnerability management tool, into their enterprise. The tool discovered the agency’s active
network and integrated the vulnerability scan findings to significantly improve their remediation
strategy, increasing work efficiency and reducing risk to the system [8].
Trend Analysis
Another method includes using trend analysis of historical cyber incidents. The Navy Cyber
Defense Operations Command (NCDOC) is a command that uses a standard to actively collect,
analyze, and report on various cyber incidents throughout the Navy [9]. Information regarding
these incidents is gathered from various platforms then aggregated to detect patterns of reoccurring incidents. The patterns are communicated to the fleet to allow proactive development
of remediation or mitigation strategies and effective response actions [11]. Capturing these
incidents provides a means to decrease potential downtime and increases opportunities to
safeguard critical assets.

Current Challenges
According to a U.S. congressional report, a known challenge within the Navy is managing an
increasing influx of Navy casualty reports (CASREPs), which have doubled from the year 2009 to
2014 [12]. A major contributor to this issue includes the lack of an integrated database, which
maintains a complete representation of system equipment data [14]. Lacking a complete
representation of the system decreases awareness of maintenance needs, currently driving lifecycle maintenance costs and unplanned maintenance time [14]. Using an MBSE approach, a
digital twin can be used to depict an integrated representation of the complete system [13]. With
an integrated database to house monitored KPIs that contribute to the health of critical devices,
which potentially demand a CASREP, the Navy can decrease both maintenance costs and time.
The KPIs can be collected, analyzed, and used by decision makers to prioritize and properly
schedule maintenance needs, minimizing system downtime.

Summary
A framework centered on system performance continually affirms the value of quantitative data
that supports the system performance goals. Quantitative data is gathered by using tools to
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measure and aggregate the associated KPIs of each performance goal. Figure 1 describes several
monitoring tools that are currently being used to collect several KPIs. Identifying performance
goals and associated KPIs directs proper aggregation of the data, which is necessary to find trends
and abnormalities within the system. Decision makers can then be equipped with the information
necessary to understand a system’s health and allocate resources appropriately to provide the
necessary system sustainment and maintenance needs.
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Figure 1 Eight popular IT-monitoring tools of 2015 [15]
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